
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

X-SHIPS OF THE LINEAR WARP 
ERA 

MISSOURI – ULYSSES 
 
 
 
 
 Driven predominantly by changing astro-political realities while also attempting to rectify a design and construction policy that was a good decade behind the times, the latter half 
of the 23rd Century saw the ASDB embark on two noteable development projects—Missouri, Starfleet’s first true Battleship and Ulysses, the fleet’s definitive Dreadnought.  Given the 
general astro-political climate and Starfleet’s widely-regarded technological superiority, both projects were though of as anarchisms on the surface, though in reality, they worked to 
accomplish much more than just power projection and threat deterrence. 
 
 The introduction of Phaser weaponry in 2249 gave Starfleet a massive technological boost and directly contributed to their eventual victory in the Four Years War between the 
Federation and Klingon Empire.  Starfleet’s introduction of the Federation (DN 2100) class Dreadnought in 2255 not only cemented this position, but is the spark that many analysts consider 
to have started the now infamous arms race that dominated the latter half of the 23rd Century (despite being a purely reactionary move, built in response to encounters with the KDF’s B-
1/Jul’Kar class). 
 
 Starfleet’s strategy of spherical defense and the introduction of updated pulse phaser weaponry in the 2270’s lead to a pronounced growth in the number of tactically oriented 
Destroyers and Frigates and even Cruisers as well (the Belknap/CS 2500 and Dahlgren/CS 2567 Strike Cruiser classes).  The Federation class was updated as well, twice in fact (first, to the 



Federation II standard in 2276 and then to the definitive Star League standard in 2288) and was joined by two additional Dreadnought classes in 2278 (Ascension/DN 2520) and 2283 
(Conquest/DN 2589).  Taken together, the conventional wisdom had fleet planners and strategists satisfied this mix of fleet combatants would be more than enough to meet any potential 
challenge from the KDF (as well as the Romulan Imperial Navy, which had begun deploying its Killer Hawk and Senator classes).  Meanwhile, the bulk of the fleet’s attention and efforts 
could continue to remain focused on Excelsior (CH 2000)—a larger, more powerful Heavy Cruiser intended to eventually supplant Enterprise (CH 1701) across the board. 
 
 
 However, this gave rise to two rather vexing problems.  First, Excelsior—larger than any other starship class then in service, touted as a technological tour de force—was outgunned 
right from its inception.  Despite ample intelligence data on the KDF’s Komo Val class Pocket Battleship and K’herr class Dreadnought—both of which soundly outclassed Starfleet’s entire 
Dreadnought family—Excelsior as completed was barely adequate at challenging either one-on-one.   
 

Secondly, there was still a very clear need for the fleet’s Dreadnoughts—this was never questioned.  Changing astro-political realities directly influenced the priorities that dictated 
the overall direction of Starfleet though.  This was beginning to demonstrate itself in the ASDB’s attempts to convert Dreadnoughts for long range exploratory and scientific missions.  To call 
such conversion ‘complex’ was an understatement.  The Dreadnought classes were purpose-designed from the start for long-range, extended duration tactical assignments.  Though they 
were outfitted with highly sophisticated computer and sensor systems, their internal arrangements did not lend themselves well to the addition of increased crew compliments or the 
scientific, medical and other support facilities found on classes like Enterprise and Excelsior.  Furthermore, from an engineering standpoint, such modifications would require an extensive 
reworking, if not an entire redesign of their power grids/utilities networks.  In short, a conversion of this nature would require an almost total rebuild of the starship itself from the keel up. 

 
It was agreed at the outset that one starship to accomplish both tasks—challenging the increasingly powerful fleet combatants of the KDF and undertaking long range exploratory 

missions—would be much too complex and time consuming of an undertaking, despite valuable lessons learned during the design and construction of Excelsior.  So, twin efforts were 
enacted, a KDF-challenging Battleship beginning development first in 2286 with work on a long range Dreadnought beginning later, in 2289. 

 
 

Missouri (BBX 443) Class Battleship 
 
 The first development project to receive the ASDB’s attention was that of Starfleet’s first true Battleship.  Christened Missouri after a Battleship from 20th Century Earth, the ASDB’s 
proposal that emerged after just a scant 6 months, eschewed size (a traditional defining factor in most Battleships) in favor of armor and firepower. 
 
 Radical in every sense, ship components were based loosely on those developed for Excelsior.  The primary hull, though based on Excelsior’s was also heavily influenced by that 
from the canceled Yamato class—featuring redundant structural reinforcements throughout.  It was also squared off/’terraced’ slightly midway back—ala Miranda—and gradually 
tapered into a gentle ‘V’ shape at the stern.  Mounted dorsally, approximately ¾’s of the way back, were three experimental FTWA-2 Warp Nacelles.  Thanks to the use of quantobirlium in 
the construction of the driver coils and a more efficient field compressor design, larger amounts of plasma could be focused to the nacelles from the 2 Warp Cores, resulting in faster 
speeds and higher overall power output. 
 
 Such power generation and propulsion capabilities were necessary in part because of the ship’s extreme mass.  Despite its shorter length (452m) vs Exceslor (467m), Missouri was 
both much larger in overall height (185m vs 100m) and beam (560m vs 185m) and had a staggering mass of 4,500,000 metric tons—over twice that of Excelsior, close to today’s 
Devonshire class Dreadnought.  These figures combined with the arrangement of the hull sections in a vague, Oberth-style configuration (which made the lower section habitable, thanks 
to larger support pylons voluminous enough for a single turbolift shaft each), earned Missouri the dubious nickname ‘BUFF’ (‘Big Ugly Fat Fucker’). 
 
 The large mass could be traced back to two major design considerations—tandem hangar bays at the stern end of the primary hull and an armament far surpassing any Federation 
starship then in service. 
 
 Unlike its 20th century namesake, Missouri was designed to support a large number of embarked craft. Like the Midway (CV 2200) class, Missouri was designed to embark a full wing 
(72) of starfighters, however unlike Midway and other carrier classes, Missouri carried no additional shuttles or auxiliary craft.  Additionally, the starfighter loadout was changed from the 
evenly split mix aboard Midway (24 Wasp class Attack Fighters/24 Yellowjacket class Space Superiority Fighters/24 Hornet class Strike Fighters-Light Bombers) to one that de-emphasized 
tactical strike in favor of precision attack and overall space superiority (30 Wasp/30 Yellowjacket/12 Hornet). 
 
 Armament is a key consideration for any Battleship—the 23rd Century Missouri being no exception.  Sacrificing speed and agility for extreme, near-ludicrous levels of firepower, the 
ASDB crafted what in effect, was a mobile weapons platform.  Leading things off were the 8 Type VIII Phaser Batteries lining the primary hull—4 dorsal and 4 ventral.  Though not the 
smallest starship to mount phasers in this configuration (Missouri handily outsizing the earlier Yorktown class Carrier and Kearsarge class Light Cruiser), their use here was a tacit admission 



that Starfleet was unable to counter the KDF’s Assault Disruptors—weapons that, even given a technological edge, required a ship of massive size and extreme power.  An additional 6 
Type VIII Phaser Banks completed this portion of the armament—3 at the stern covering the hangar bays and 3 more on the secondary hull’s ventral surface.  8 2nd Class Torpedo 
Launchers provided a heavier punch—4 forward and 4 aft.  They were situated in an over/under arrangement along the outer periphery of the secondary hull, 2 each flanking the 
navigational deflector dish (foreward) and the primary docking port (aft).   
 
 While Missouri’s armament may have been average to above-average, its defenses were truly stellar.  The entire hull was coated in experimental high-density armor plating (which 
wouldn’t be perfected until the advent of the Ambassador class in 2320) and the ship itself was protected by an experimental tri-layer Deflector Shield System.  A further development of 
the experimental system first employed aboard the Dreadnought Star Empire (DN 2116) in 2270, it actually consisted of three separate systems that were interlinked by computer.  
Nominally, each system comprised a shield ‘layer’ and functioned in concert—all layers energizing or de-energizing together.  Interlinking though, permitted independent adjustment and 
operation of each system/layer to optimize protection based on individual system status and tactical conditions. 
 
 Missouri was launched in 2288 from Starfleet’s Boston Naval Yards facility and immediately commenced shakedown trials, undergoing starfighter certification at the Saturn Flight 
Range before embarking the 1st Training Squadron and participating in wargames at the Mars Defense Perimeter with the starships Decatur (CS 2500), Courageous (FH 1861), Hornet (CH 
1714) and Buran (DH 1027).   
 
 For all its impressive capabilities, tactically and otherwise, Missouri would go on to become the only ship of its class.  Incorporating complex and exotic components was one thing, 
but requiring them as a matter of operational capability made fleet production totally unfeasible.  Lessons learned in her design, engineering and construction were instrumental though 
in the development of the Exeter (CB 2200) class Battlecruiser—the starship class filling the role that Missouri could not. 
 
 Using conventional Excelsior class components, Exeter was much larger (571m L), lighter (displacing just 531,000 mT) and more comprehensively armed—mounting 18 Type VIII 
Phaser Banks, 4 Type VIII Emitters, 2 Pulse Phaser Cannons and 4 2nd Class Torpedo Launchers.  The fact that it spurned hull armor & tri-layer shielding in favor of a conventional Deflector 
Shield System while also including scientific and other support facilities led to its more politically-correct classification as a Battlecruiser instead of Dreadnought. 
 
 Upon Exeter’s launch in 2290, Missouri was reassigned to Starfleet Academy as a specialized training vessel before being transferred to Starfighter Command’s 1st Training Wing in 
2294.  In 2330, she was retired from active service and restored for inclusion at the Starfleet Museum. 
 
 
Ulysses (DNX 7850) class Dreadnought 
 
 The lessons gleamed from the design and engineering of Missouri and refined on Exeter were also applied to the ASDB’s next project, the Ulysses class Dreadnought.  It was intended  
to rectify the issues with previous Dreadnought classes by combining advanced tactical capabilities (firepower, electronic warfare etc) with equally advanced scientific capabilities, at 
the very minimum, capabilities on par with the Enterprise (CH 1701) class—creating a supremely capable patrol combatant that would also be at home during peacetime, with range 
and endurance far surpassing that established by Enterprise and Excelsior. 
 
 Ulysses’ design was clearly more conventional, patterned vaguely after the Balson class Command Cruiser—dominated by a larger, more bulbous secondary hull, with warp 
nacelles slung low, almost horizontal.  The primary hull however was of an evolutionary design, showing hints of both Enterprise and Excelsior, but larger in overall circumference, with a 
low-profile or ‘flatter’ look to it.  Also, instead of a single connecting dorsal between the primary and secondary hulls, there were now two dorsals situated an equal distance apart in a 
broad ‘V’ formation.  Providing structural support to both was a ‘torpedo deck’ wedged in between them housing a total of 6 launchers (3 fore/3 aft).  Above the saucer was a smaller 
torpedo pod taken from the Miranda (FH 1800) class.  Considered to be the most ‘graceful’ design element, the pod was supported by two broad pylons that arced up and back in 
smooth curves. 
 
 As with Missouri, the ASDB pulled out all the stops where capability was concerned, though unlike Missouri, Ulysses’ capabilities were much more well-rounded.  In terms of tactical 
capability, the 10 2nd class Torpedo Launchers (6 in the torpedo deck, 4 in the smaller pod) put it well ahead of existing Dreadnoughts and just barely ahead of Missouri.  The Phaser 
portion of the armament though was in line with the Star League (DN 2101) class—comprising 12 Type VIII Banks and a further 4 Type VIII individual emitters.  The Deflector Shield System 
was conventional in engineering, borrowed from Star League and strengthened thanks to the installation of additional backup generators—being rated for a total capacity of 958,700 
TerraJoules. 
 



 Full C3 capability was included—expanding upon the basic electronic warfare capabilities of some classes by including dedicated communications equipment (able to operate 
over longer ranges, at ultra-high and low frequencies and able to pierce more types of interference), more sophisticated sensor arrays designed to track and analyze multiple targets at 
longer ranges and in varied environments and redundant computer equipment to provide the necessary processing power. 
 
 Patterned after the Enterprise and Excelsior classes, the exploratory capabilities of Ulysses centered around 12 general-purpose laboratory facilities spanning scientific and medical 
disciplines from astrophysics to exobiology and cybernetics.  All featured highly configurable environmental control systems that allowed for the storage and examination of exotic and/or 
dangerous substances and materials. 
 
 Viewed in retrospect, this was the genesis of the modern ‘multi-mission’ starship design and engineering philosophy and with the launch of the prototype—DNX 7850—a new 
chapter for both Starfleet and starship design & engineering was seemingly at hand.   However, Ulysses became somewhat superfluous the moment she was launched thanks to the 
inception of the BBX 2300 project a year earlier.   
 

The aims of that combined those that guided the development of both Missouri and Ulysses, just on a much larger scale and initially, it was believed that there would be very little to 
no overlap between the projects.  The decimation of the Klingons’ industrial base (caused by the Praxis explosion) though, dealt a major setback to their shipbuilding efforts.  Starfleet 
decided to seize upon this and further cement their overall superiority vis-à-vis the KDF while simultaneously charting a new course for Starfleet.  The development of Ulysses did not take 
such astro-political ramifications into consideration and while eminently capable, the decision was made in 2394 to pursue full fleet production of the BBX design, what would later be 
known as the Carolina class. 

 
 As opposed to Missouri, which was kept in or very near Sector 001, Ulysses became a workhorse—one of the most highly utilized ships in the fleet, leading patrol squadrons along the 

Romulan frontier, supporting colonization efforts in distant areas such as the Taurus Reach and participating in the annual Odyssey Dawn anti-terrorism exercises.  Ironically enough, it was 
terrorism that would lead to the ship’s destruction.   

 
On stardate 11169.69 (19 March 2302), the Ulysses was on standown at Deep Space Station K-7 when a cell of Kriosian terrorists hijacked the ship.  Posing as the crew of a tramp 

freighter, they had smuggled a quantity of weapons to the station and sabotaged both the communications and sensor arrays before boarding the Dreadnought and executing every 
officer and crewman they came into contact with.  Seizing control of the bridge in short order, they short-circuted the life support systems, depriving the rest of the ship of oxygen and set 
course for Ajilon Prime.  Their ultimate goal was to destroy the Federation Colony and Starfleet base at Tananda Bay (home to the 3rd Marine Expeditionary Force) in retaliation for Starfleet 
and Allied efforts that thwarted their efforts 2 years prior, to detonate an isolytic subspace weapon in the remains of Praxis. 

 
Upon arriving at the planet, they engaged the USS Tempest (FH 1852).  The smaller, Miranda class ship had superior maneuverability and attempted to transmit a distress call, but 

ultimately succumbed to a furious torpedo barrage from Ulysses.  The 12th Perimeter Action Squadron, based at nearby Archanis IV, responded shortly before the Tempest was destroyed, 
just as the terrorists trained the Dreadnought’s firepower on the planet.  With the majority of the crew dead, Commodore Vosrok made the decision to destroy rather than try and 
recapture the ship, in order to prevent further loss of life.



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 

Missouri 
Battleship 
 
2288-2330 
0 
 
452m 
560m 
185m 
46 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

4,500,000 metric tons 
 
225 

Armament 
8 Type VIII Phaser Batteries 
6 Type VIII Phaser Banks 
8 2nd Class Torpedo Launchers 
 
 
 
Defense Systems 
Tri-Layer Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 995,7800 TerraJoules 
 
Heavy Duranium Double Hull 
 
15cm High Density  



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 

Ulysses 
Dreadnought 
 
2293-2302 
0 
 
569m 
261m 
115m 
29 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

1,156,656 metric tons 
 
925 

Armament 
12 Type VIII Phaser Banks 
4 Type VIII Phaser Emitters 
8 2nd Class Torpedo Launchers 
 
 
 
Defense Systems 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 958,700 TerraJoules 
 
Heavy Duranium Double Hull 
 
 
 



Editor’s Annotations 
 
 
For a while I’ve wanted to do something on both Missouri and Ulysses, but orthos/blueprints are nonexistent and even good 3D views are hard to come by—such is the case with some of 
the more obscure designs from games like Starfleet Command and Klingon Academy.  I managed to stumble upon a few good ones for each though and that’s when the brainstorming 
started.  Given the large body of stuff I had put out there in the TMP era already, I didn’t want to upend anything established so that’s when I settled on making both ‘X-Ships’.  In looking 
at what I had already done, Ulysses is a natural choice for an all-encompassing Dreadnought replacement that could also function well during peacetime (which Starfleet ended up 
getting with the larger Carolina and later, Excalibur and Devonshire classes) while Missouri was the sort of no-holds-barred patrol combatant that could’ve presented a credible challenge 
to larger Klingon designs of the day (and later directly or indirectly contributed to development of classes like Exeter, Korolev, Akira and Essex). 
 
I capped off Missouri’s fairly uneventful history by making it a museum piece (just as the US Navy’s BB-63 went on to be), but decided to go on a slightly more thrilling track for Ulysses 
(terrorists hijacking a fearsome weapon of war being central to the plot of many an action movie/espionage novel).  All in all, it might be a bit ‘bare-bones’ in spots, but then again, these 
are X-Ships after all….
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